
 

Come on in, it's not very busy now. Have a seat, encase the entry.
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forensic, Disk, EnCase PC vista Category:Data recovery software the original code: it =
iter(ns.keys()) it is a built-in function. A: Here is a very crude solution. It could be extended or
optimized but the basic idea is sound: ns = { "T1": ["A1", "A2", "A3", "A4", "A5", "A6", "A7",

"A8", "A9", "A10", "A11"], "T2": ["B1", "B2", "B3", "B4", "B5", "B6", "B7", "B8", "B9", "B10",
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def parse_tuple(s): """ Return the items separated by commas. """ result = [] for item in s.split(","):

if "," in item: result.append(parse_tuple(item)) else: result.append(item) return result def
assign_values(nested, key, value): """ Recursively assign values of tuple keys inside another dict.

Only a single-level dict is allowed. """ for subkey, subvalue in nested.items(): if not
isinstance(subkey, tuple) or subkey.startswith("T"):
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